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In response to the Official Action mailed on March 26, 2003, please enter the

following amendments. Please also re-examine and consider the application in view of these

amendments and appended remarks.

In The Claims :

Please amend the claims as follows:

Please cancel Claims 3, 4, and 26 without prejudice or disclaimer of the subject matter contained

therein.

The current version of all the claims ofthe present application will start on the next page.
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Claims 3, 4, and 26 (Cancelled).

^h-(Cnff^C"y Amended) An optical network system comprisirfg;

a data service hub; ^
at least one optical tap for dividing a downstream optical signal between

one or more subscribers ofthe optical networksystemy 7\ d

at least one subscriber optical interface connected to the optical tap for

receiving the downstream optical sigiyrflxora and^ending upstream optical signals to the at least

one optical tap; u*1
,

v^=> a laser transceiver nod/ disposed between the data service hub and the

optical tap, for communicating optical signals to and from the data service hub and to and from

the optical tap, and for a^ortioning bandwidth that is shared between groups of subscribers

connected to a respective Optical tap o/the optical nejwork system, She ,
laser transceiver node

further comprising:

multiplexer,

7
\J

for transTTiittiTifi doWns

fltWone multjpfexer coupled to an optical tap routing device;

Jast oney&ptical transmitter connected to the! at least one

>wns

least one subscriber optical inteHac^Qfthe optical network system

At least one OPt^f }
receiver

i optical signals received from the data service hub to at

the at least one

multiplexer, for receiving and converdp^ptream optical signals from at least one subscriber

optical interface ofthe optical network system:

vyxw^i^/ at liast one diolexer connected to the at least one optical

and optical Teceiver/ each diolexer combining downstream RF modulated Optical
trsmsnmtter

being connected to Respective (

signals received fronZthe data s ervice hub with the downstream optical signals, each diplexer

jtical waveguide; and

one or more optical waveguides connected between respective optical taps

and the laser transceiver node, for carrying the upstream optical signals and the downstream

optical signals, thereby the number of the waveguides is imnimized while optical bandwidth for

subscribers js^ntwrhtBIeby the laser transceiver node inresponse to subscribeFaemand use.
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wi-Q—jj^,^^ the 4aser-tensGeive«ode-

comprises^optical tap routing device^of ap^ortiomng the bandwidth between subset of

the optical network system*

5. (Original) The optical network system'of claim 1, Wherein ihe laWansceiver node accepts

gigabit Elnemet optical signals fro/ the data service hub and^tions the Ethernet optical

signals into a predetermined number of groi

6. (Original) The optical network system of claim 1, wherein the laser transceiver node

comprises passive cooling devices/m orier/ operate in a temperature range between -40

degrees Celsius to 60 degrees Celsius.

7. (Original) The optical detw/4 system of claim l^herein the laser transceiver node is

mountable on a strand in an overhead plant environinent.

8. (Original) The Optical network system of claim 1, wherein the laser transceiver node is

housed within a pedestal in an underground plant environment.

9. (Original) The optical network system of claim 1, wherein a distance between the laser

trar^refnrjdTand^data service hub comprises a range between^lM^ighr/ kilometers.
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1l0. (Original) The optical network swt^nrfTdaifla^-^erein the-laser^tofiftrivftr™

co^rises^-leasfl^^ each optical transmitter comprises one of a Fatay^

Perot laser, a distributed feedback laser, and a vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL).

11. (Original) The optical network system of claim 1, wherein&c User transceiver node further

ggmpriaes^^ptical tap routing-deviceDs^alloc?t£s additional or redup6d optical bandwidth to

at least one subscriber optical interface illative to other subscrprer optical interfaces in the

optical network system.

12. (Currently Amended) The optical netwfik systa/of claim 1, wherein the [laser transceiver

node comprises an] optical tap routing device [tbw] manages upstream and downstream optical

signal protocols.

13. (Previously Amended) The o^oba^etwork^^em of claim 12, wherein one of the

protocols comprises a time divisioir multiple access protocol.

14* (Original) The optical'netwoik system of claim 1, wherein data bit rates for the upstream

and downstream optical signals are substantially symmetrical.

15, (Original Theoptieala^twork system of claim 1, wherein each optical waveguide handles

data ratg^of at least 450 Mb/s.
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^nfr—fQidfliTTsI) Thp^ptical nctworic-system of claim 1. wherein each nptiral tap comprises at

least one optical splitter.

17. (Original) The optical network system of claim 1, wherein one of the optical taps servicing

a particular group ofsubscriber optical interfaces is cpnn$cted to another optical tap.

18* (Original) The optical netwoiksystem of claim U/wherein each optical tap propagates

upstream and downstream optical signals in^ditid^to downstream RF modulated optical

signals.

19. (Original) The optical network sj*tem ofclaim 1, wherein each subscriber optical interface

comprises an analog optical receiver, a digital optical receiver^and a digital optical transmitter.

20. (Original) The optica network system of claim 1, wherein the optical waveguides are a first

set of optical waveguides, the optical network system further comprising a second set of optical

waveguides disposed between the data service hub and laser transceiver node, the second set

ring upstream optical signals to the data service hub, and a

second p^tipaTwaveguide for carrying downsfreajn optical signals to the laser transceiver node.

comprising a first wayegoidi
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dT(Currently Amended) An optical network system comprising;

a data service hub;

at least one optical tap for dividing a downstream optical signal between

one or more subscribers ofthe optical network system;

at least one subscriber optical interface connected to the optical tap for

receiving the downstream optical signal from and sendiijg upstream optical signals to the at least

one optical tap;

a laser transceiver^no^"3i^^ed between the data service hub and the at

least one subscriber optical interface, for commumcating optical signals to and from the data

z
service hub and to and from the optical tap,/6nd for apportioning bandwidth that is shared

ective optical tap of the optical network

within the laser transceiver node, the laser

/
between groups of subscribers connected

system, at least one optical taplbeing

transceiver tiode farther comprising

at least one multiplexer coupled to an optical tan routing device:

st/ ntieat least/one optical transmitter connected to the at least one

multiplexer, for transmitting downstream optical signals received from the data service hub to at

least one subscriber optical interface ofthe optical network system;

ay least \one optical recei^CT connected to the at least one

multiplexer, for receiving and convertiiuhipgft^ signals from at least one subscriber

optical interface ofthe optical network system;

at least one diplexer connected to the at least one optical

transmitter and optical/receiver, each diplexer combining downstream RF modulated optical

signals received from the data service hub with the downstream optical signals, each diplexer

being connected to L respective optical waveguide; and

one or more optical waveguides connected between respective optical taps

and the laser Q&nsceiver node, for carrying the upstream optical signals and the downstream

optical signal^, whereby the number^flhe-wyegu^ while optical bandwidth for

subscribers/is conjpallable^yflie laser transceiver node in response to subscriber/demand.

/
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22. (UrigmaTTThe optical network system of

optical splitter.

23. (Original) The optical network systenvofcjaim 21. wherein one ofthe optical taps servicing

a particular group of subscriberoptical interfacrajs^QBneiitedto another optical tap.
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-24T~fcuiTently Amended) A method tor communicating optical-signals frnm a-

provider to at least one subscriber comprising the steps of:

propagating downstream optical signals at a single wavelength ftom the data^efvice

provider,

receiving the single wavelength downstream optical signals in a laser
/
Jransceiver node

from the data service provider,

dividing the downstream signals between preassigned multiplexers in the laser

transceiver node with an optical tan routing device;

apportioning bandwidth between subscribers injWusp transceiver node;

multiplexing the downstream signals at the preas^gned multiplexers; [and]

^mhininp downstream RF modulated optical/signals received from the data service hub

with the down^am optical signals in an np^dmlextr connected to an opM transmitter;

and

propagating respective combined^do

an optical transmitter to at least one subscrib

optical waveguide.

a single wavelength with

ine optical tap along at least one

25. (Original) The method of claim 24, further comprising the step of assigning subscribers to

respective individual multiplexers.

27. (Original/ The method of claim 24, wherein the step of receiving downstream optical

signals fortifcr comprises the substep of receiving at least one gigabit or faster Ethernet optical

signals
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jnginau inelnrfhod of claimlv^er comprising Ihem ^ opuulinr

transceiver node between -40 degrees Celsius and 60 degrees Celsius with passive tery

cooling devices*

29. (Original) The mefcod of claim 24, fur^

transceiver node to a strand in an overhead plan^vironment.

30. (Original) The method of claim 24, further comj^fkng the step of housing the laser

transceiver node within a pedestal in an undera^undjplant environment

31. (Original) The method of claim 24. f44 comprising the step of providing one of video,

telephone, and internet services via the ojftifcal signals.

32. (Original) The method ofclaim 24, further comprising the steps of:

splitting combined downstream optical signals with at least one optical tap; and

propagating the sjtot downstream optical signals to at least one subscriber along at least

one optical waveguid

33. (On&na}/The method of claim 24, further comprising the step of connecting between one

and sittejmsubscSibers to a respective optical tap.
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*4. (Original) Thcmeaxo^^ the step of feeding one optrca. rap

with optical signals from another optical tap.

35. (Original) The method of claim 24, fi^er c<mipri

and sixteen subscribers with the at least one optical waveguide.

36. (Previously Amended) The method of claim^C farther cornpWa step of converting

downstream signals by modulating at least one^abry-Perot laser^tributed feedback lasers,

and vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCfefiLs) to generate^mslream optical signals.

37. (Original) The method of claim 24, wherein thes& of apportioning bandwidth further

comprises the step of allocating additional or recced optical bandwidth for at least one

particular subscriber optical interface relative to^rfer subscriber optical interfaces in the optical

network system.

38. (Previously Amended) The «4od of clainT^whorin the stop of dividmg the

downstream signals further comprises the substep of using a time division multiplex protocol to

divide the downstream signals/between preassigned multiplexers.

39. (Original) The yethod of claim 24 further comprising the step of niamtaining substantially

symmetrical data/bit ra^rctwe^ffcTu^^ °Ptical

signals
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-nttr-^eaffeTitty Amended) A method lorcommumcatiH^ optical signals [from at leasTcmej-

betweena subscriber [to] and a data service provider comprising the steps of:

propagating upstream optical signals originating from at least one subscriber^ least

one optical tap;

receiving upstream optical signals at a laser transceiver node frorn^e at least one optical

tap;

converting the upstream optical signals to^eleetricjd signals at the laser transceiver node

with an optical receiver:

demultiplexing upstream electrical
7
signals withi

^demultiplexer,

combining upstream electrical sisals m^fcser transceiver node with an optical tap.

rmitiTifl device :

apportioning bandwidth for at leas/one/subscriber in the laser transceiver node with an

ffltfrrtW ""^"F device:

converting the combined/pstream jslectrical sig^s into optical signals with a first

optical transmitter: [and]

propagating the combined upstream optical signals to the data service provider along at

least one optical waveguide^and

supporting downstream RF modulated optical sipnals with an optical diplexer coupled to

a second optic^transmitter.

42. (Original) The method of claim 41, further comprising the step of operating the laser

reiver node between -40 degrees Celsius and 60 degrees Celsius with passive temperature

ievices.
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13. (Origiml) Thr^n"ft~* "<* >-Ui»i-«murther comprising tne step 01 moe

transceiver node to a strand in an overhead plant environment

44. (Original) The method of claim 41, further comprising the step of>6using the laser

transceiver node within a pedestal in an underground plant environment

45. (Original) The method of claim 41, further comprisingp£ step of providing one of video,

telephone, and internet services via me oppal signals.

46. (Original) The method of claim 41, furine/comprising the step of combining respective

upstream optical signals originating from^plurality of subscribers with at least one optical tap.

47. (Original) The method of daun 41, Anther comprisingthe step of connecting between one

and sixteen subscribers to arespective optical tap.

48. (Original) TheVethod of claim 41, further comprising the step of positioning the laser

transceiver nod/eloser to the optical taps relative to the data service provider.

49. (Original) The method of claim 41, further comprising the step of feeding one optical tap

with/opticalsigiwfa-fluni hiiuuibt eptisaltop.
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50r-<eI^nal^^irme^od of claim 4i, lurther comprising the step of servicingnsetweeiujnjL

and sixteen subscribers with single optical waveguides connected to respec^ifldmdual

multiplexers.

^ 51. (Original) The method of claim4^iu^fcomprismg the step of maintaining substantially

ft' symmetrical data bit rates be><£ntoe^downstream optical signals and the upstream optical

signals.

52. (Original) The method of claim 41, farther comprising the step of propagating me optical

sigfcrisat data rates ofaTteast45HMb/s.
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